A patch and repair kit is used to make field repairs to your boat. Rafts are made with a few different types of rubber and plastic blends, and knowing your boat’s material is essential to building an effective patch kit.

___ Patch material (to match boat material)
___ Boat patch adhesive (to match boat material, unexpired)
___ Aquaseal
___ Disposable gloves
___ Clean brushes (3)
___ Patch roller tool
___ Sandpaper
___ Mixing can
___ Popsicle sticks (5)
___ Scissors
___ Rag
___ Sharpie
___ Boat patch instructions

Get kids outside! Visit cfimoab.org/join-and-support to learn how you can create opportunities for kids to experience the magic of the river.

Check out more river resources, insights, and history: cfimoab.org/coyotes-corner or follow @cfimoab.